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Fill in the blanks Quiz 41

Directions: In the question given below there are two statements, each statement consists of two blanks. You have to choose the option which provides the correct set of words that fits both the blanks in both the statements appropriately and in the same order making them meaningful and grammatically correct.

1. I. The Programme ________ is radical because the exercise envisages a serious re-imagination of government and governance, and ________ cooperative federalism.
   
   II. The book turned movie boasts of an ingeniously ________ production and ________ the original work, at times even surpassing it.

   A. Perceived, lightens  
   B. conceived, deepens  
   C. Born, jokes  
   D. Conceptualized, satire  
   E. None of the above

2. I. India is a ________ after destination for medical tourism, but in the area of early screening and intervention it is still ________ behind, and early developmental screening is more the exception than the rule.
   
   II. The minister interacted with the local residents and _______ their feedback on the developmental policies as he wanted to know why the district, which was a knowledge hub earlier, was presently ________ in crucial indicators of development.

   A. Sought, lagging  
   B. Sort, moving  
   C. Wanted, crawling  
   D. Required, running  
   E. None of the above

3. I. The company has extensively invested resources to ensure the delivery of goods goes on ________ and also to develop an ________ service that incorporates various distribution channels in line with investors’ preference.
   
   II. From wheels to smart phones, technology has ________ transformed lives but it is high time modern technologies became ________ and stopped turning a blind eye to elderly users.

   A. Suddenly, exclusive  
   B. Smooth, excluded  
   C. Brokenly, included  
   D. Seamlessly, inclusive  
   E. None of the above
4. I. The government has ________ over Rs 35,000 crore in cess for the welfare of construction workers employed in the high-risk and hazardous construction industry that is mostly ________ by private companies.

II. Chinese mobile phone maker Huawei said it never ________ or stored Facebook user data, after the social media giant acknowledged it gave access of data to such handset manufacturers albeit in a ________ way.

A. Taken, owned  B. Withdrawn, vague  C. Collected, controlled
D. Get, constricted  E. None of the above

5. I. Even though weather conditions were ________ for executing the project, sheer ________ coupled with a laidback attitude led to an opportunity being wasted.

II. The ________ treatment given to corporate agriculture and a culture of ________ and disregard for small farmers is killing India's agricultural sector, and killing the farmers themselves.

A. Bad, enthusiasm  B. good, energy  C. Habitual, shame
D. Favourable, negligence  E. None of the above

6. I. Apple's recently updated ________ for developers on its App Store would ________ apps from selling information collected from user's address book to other people.

II. Facebook has updated its advertising ________ to ________ ads for weapon accessories to users under the age of 18, the media reported

A. Rules, Prevent  B. Policy, Prohibit  C. Criteria, Protect
D. Interface, Allow  E. None of the above.

7. I. A Minneapolis City Council committee will vote Tuesday on an ________ that would require companies to obtain a license to ________ the rental electric scooters in the city.

II. The government passed the first reading of an ________ to ________ the machines that will support major aspects of construction for the project.

A. Decision, Regulate  B. Order, Pass  C. Indictment, Issue
D. Ordinance, Operate  E. None of the above.
8. I. President Trump says he is confident North Korean leader Kim Jong Un would _______ an agreement they reached last month to________ denuclearization.

II. The students held a ceremony in _______ of their new professor who left engineering to _______ teaching.

A. Condemn, Follow  B. Honor, Pursue  C. End, Achieve  
D. Reverence, Halt  E. None of the above

9. I. In the seventies, one school of thought believed that inflation was a _______ of class _______, or at least conflict between different sections of society for a share of the economic pie.

II. Corporations and wealthy individuals have more money to pour into political campaigns and as a _______ they get a better deal, while labor unions have far less because America’s shift from farm to factory was accompanied by decades of bloody labor _______.

A. result, skirmish  B. consequence, conflict  C. outcome, struggle  
D. reaction, dispute  E. None of the above

10. I. Today there are tens of millions of Indians living in _______ corners of the country who don’t have access to some of the basic _______ city dwellers take for granted.

II. Use of geo-spatial techniques like _______ sensing can be of immense help in identifying villages lacking in basic _______ and ensuring their all round development at micro-level.

A. isolated, facilities  B. distant, infrastructures  C. remote, amenities  
D. inaccessible, utilities  E. None of the above

Correct Answers:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Explanations:

1. In the first blank, the only options that fit in are option B and D- conceived and conceptualized. However, satire meaning spoof does not make sense in either of the statements as the second blank. Deepens on the other hand is a perfect fit.

   Hence, option B is the best fit here.

2. The correct phrase is sought after which means something in demand. The only option that fits in here is option A. Also, the second word also fits in well here and conveys the meaning that the movement has been less than expected.

   Hence, option A is correct.

3. Option A: Suddenly does not fit in both while exclusive does not fit in the second statement.

   Option B: Both words are incorrect.

   Option C: Brokenly is the opposite of what is needed.

   Option D is correct with both words fitting in well.

   Hence, option D is correct.

4. Option A: Taken does not fit in the second statement. Owned also does not fit in the second statement.

   Option B: Neither of the words fit in the second statement.

   Option D: Get is grammatically incorrect.

   Option C is correct with both words fitting in well.

   Hence, option C is correct.

5. Option A: Both the words are opposite of what is needed the respective blanks.

   Option B: energy does not fit in both the statements.

   Option C: Both the words are irrelevant to the context and incorrect.

   Option D: Both the words are correct contextually and grammatically.

   Hence, option D is correct.
6. In the second blank, the only option that fits in is Prohibit. Policy is the perfect fit for the first blank also.

Hence, option B is correct.

7. In the first blank, the only options that fit in are options B and D- Order and Ordinance. Pass does not fit in the second blank in either of the sentences. Operate is the perfect fit for the second blank.

Hence, Option D is the answer.

8. In the second blank, the only options that fit in are options A and B- Follow and Pursue. However, Condemn does not fit in the first blank of the second statement. Honor is the perfect fit for the first blank.

Hence, B is the answer.

9. Option A: skirmish does not fit contextually in any of the sentences.
Option C: Outcome does not fit contextually in the second statement.
Option D: reaction does not fit contextually in any of the sentences.
Option B fits perfectly in both the statements.

Hence, option B is the correct answer.

Option B: Distant does not fit contextually in the second statement.
Option D: Inaccessible does not fit contextually in the second statement.
Option C fits perfectly in both the statements.

Hence, option C is the correct answer.
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